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Re: Interception of Postal Packets and TelecommuBlfBtiQBS M€$w
(RegulatioB}A€t,1993 and the Criminal Justice (Terrorist OffenceslAcH2005

Dear Taoiseach,

Herewith my report as "the designatedjudge" under the above Acts. I have confined
myself in the report to a review of compliance with the legislation. However, there
are some observations Ihope may be of some assistance to you and the Minister for
Justice in particular.

1. There is an inHomlal exchange of information in relevant cases between the
Ally and the Gudal. I believe some thought should be given to give formal legal
authority and sanction to this. In tue event of a prosecution for a crime it is possible
that if he Garde were to seek to use evidence originating in the Army records,
objection might be taken by the defence as.evidence which(without ]ega] authority)
the prosecution ought not to be permitted to be given in court.

2 T'here is a real present and urgent problem about pre-paid mobile phones

h a significant number of "cases"(i.e. inquiries/investigations) "Nil" results
came back 6om al! four of the main service providers. Very serious crimes were
hindered in their investigations because the suspects or persons who might properly
be investigated used pre-paid mobile phones and were, because of what lbelieve to be
inadequades in the law, impossible to trace. The DISC of unregulatedpn-paid mobile
phones facilitates the avoidance of detection because there are no traceable records or
instruments.

The duty of the State to protect its citizens,(either through the Army who.qg.....:.........
duty to protect die security of the state or dle Garde, whose duty is to invatigatf if.t H! 4'n 11:= Rl$1#'lE.
crime) can hardly be said to be fulfilled if it permits the present situation to contihdgl ='- '::' lInD -l w 'n

It is not forme to sayhow thepmblem is toby tackled- Imaketwo I il !l 1 + DEC 2007
$!!ggg$!b;p, md they are no more than such.

(&) Those who sell pre-paid mobile phones should be given an annual licence
which would oblige the licensee to keep a register wHch must be up to
date -- and such register to be handed in to the licensor, with an avemient
that the register is both complete and accurate and up to date. Failure to



f deliver such anulua] register to disentit]e the ]icensee to a renewa] of the
licence.

(b) The applicmt for a pre-paid mobile phone to fill out a tami(which fomis
would be pad of the license's register) giving name, address, date of
birth, occupation, nationality and, very particularly, the serial number of
the instrument.

An appreciable number of the inquiries previewed '18n to ground ' because
there was no I.M.E.I. number, no SIM card details, no phone number and no personal

Even if my $!!ggsgen$ are ignored, the problem should not be ignored. This
is not a matter of civil liberties, it is simply the application of a very simple idea:
those who would avail of the protection of the law should be amenable to the law.

3. At present there is no time limit within which a service provider is obliged to
respond to a request.or inquiry Sor information. Might such be made a temp or
condition in respect of new "licences or renewal of licences" to operate?

Yours sincerely,


